A Proven Methodology For
Sustained Data Success
Tableau Blueprint-Aligned Solutions
& Services From CoEnterprise
When it comes to data analytics, the path to
quickly realizing maximum ROI is paved with your
methodology. That’s why all of our Tableau
solutions and services align directly with Tableau
Blueprint, a unique approach for building the
capabilities you need to create a successful, datadriven organization. Blueprint applies best practices
from all of Tableau’s customers to help guide you
on your analytics journey.

The Expertise & Skills to Deliver
Maximum ROI
Many solution providers can show you how to
optimize your data, but often cannot help when it
comes to execution. As a Tableau Premier Reseller
and Services Partner with over 10 years of
experience implementing Blueprint methodologies,
our delivery framework aligns with Tableau’s
step-by-step guidelines and will help you develop
a data-driven culture of self-sufficiency and help
maximize your return on investment.

We’ve improved performance
for over 100 customers since
Blueprint’s inception in 2013.
Agile Deployment
Do you have the performance necessary to keep
your users coming back? We’ve heard nightmares
from customers who have spent thousands of
dollars on a solution only to experience 30 second
load times. With CoEnterprise, we have the
optimized deployment setup so you and your team
can hit the ground running without any delays in
performance. We also have 24/7 monitoring in place
to ensure there are no disruptions when it comes
to your user community as our trusted experts will
be with you every step of the way to ensure your
growing business needs are always met.

We’ve delivered over 170 Tableau
Standard courses in person and
virtually, and counting…

Analytics Proficiency
Our award-winning training services are led by
certified Tableau trainers and cover all levels of
knowledge to ensure company-wide adoption so you
get the most out of your implementation. Regardless
of whether you need team training or individualized
lessons, are a beginner or an advanced power
user, we have the skill, best practice knowledge, and
UX design expertise to ensure you remain on the
fast track to proficiency.
As a part of enablement, we also help customers
build dashboards to track their adoption, ensuring
that your efforts and investments drive results. We
work with customers hand in hand to improve the
performance and utility of their current content.

User Community
CoEnterprise Assurance provides proactive support
for your users, building training and enablement
materials for recurring customer challenges.
We stimulate customer engagement by providing
custom training courses specific to your needs
designed to increase engagement. We’ll also
ensure you stay engaged by providing you with
user groups, lunch & learns, and 1:1 mentoring.

Why CoEnterprise?
All of our Tableau certified practice leaders are also
business experts with decades of practical handson experience at industry-leading consulting firms.
Our unique blend of analytics strength, business
intuition, and problem-solving enable us to cut
through the noise and focus on delivering Tableau
solutions custom tailored to your business needs.
250+ customers helped and counting...
Thousands of custom visualizations implemented
Tableau Services & Training Partner of the Year
(multi-year recipient)
Tableau Rookie Partner of the Year

We Know Analytics...

140K+

consulting hours
delivered annually

350+

full-time offshore
consultants

100+

full-time, onshore
consultants

We’ve helped some of the top
companies in the world with their
analytics deployments...

Ready to Take the Next Step?
Contact us to schedule a consultation
and learn how we can help empower your
analytics project with Tableau Blueprint!

CoEnterprise is a transformative, problem-solving enterprise software and
services company. Founded in 2010, we are recognized as a leader in the
supply chain and business analytics space, delivering innovative solutions and
services that empower people with the resources to analyze their data to make
faster, smarter decisions. Visit www.coenterprise.com for more information.

